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Abstract
Modern applications are able to adapt their architecture dynamically in order to tackle requirements, correctives and context changes. Such dynamism is often an echo of complexity and is not well supported by traditional client and user software stacks making complex the design, implementation and maintenance of the end user interface. Meanwhile, the web has seen the emergence of user interface technologies (e.g. HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript) widely adopted by developers to create highly flexible user interfaces. However, such clients are intrinsically bound to run on a web browser which is out of the control of the application.

In this paper, we present ChameRIA, an application framework where a browser engine is reified as a component within the framework, thus allowing for better control over the rendering engine. We describe how we preserve a clear separation of concerns between the user interface and the application logic while maintaining coherence between them. We discuss how ChameRIA has been successfully used in two projects: a DRM document reader and a valve control application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architectures—Languages, Patterns

General Terms Design, Experimentation, Reliability

Keywords Runtime software evolution, components, service, OSGi, JavaScript

1. Introduction
Nowadays, application availability is critical, not just in high-risk spheres like the financial and aerospace industries, but also in everyday applications such as operating systems and Internet services. Indeed, as already noted by Oreizy at the end of the 90s [25]:

“Continuous availability is a critical requirement for an important class of software systems.”

However, software must also adapt and evolve over its lifetime. Software engineering research has highlighted the importance of taking these evolutions into account in the software life-cycle. Although these types of changes are familiar to developers and architects, it is also increasingly necessary to accommodate them later in the life-cycle. It is therefore imperative to emphasize approaches that allow us to address the issues while minimizing the downtime of the application in other words, to be able to apply changes during execution [20][5].

In prior work, we and others have proposed service-oriented component approach to supporting application changes during execution [24][6][19][9]. Such approach allows us to designed and developed extensible applications capable of change during execution [4]. Unfortunately, this extremely dynamic resource availability is not well-supported by traditional client and user interface software stacks. Desktop user interface technologies such as Swing, SWT and QT all have severe limitations. Swing and QT pose too many difficulties in terms of threading, are not modular, and are not easily adaptable. SWT, while modular, requires manual object deallocation which is delicate for the developer and can hurt extensibility [12].

Despite the usefulness of those user interface technologies, such concerns make their cohabitation with the application logic in a same dynamic framework deeply critical. Indeed, dynamic frameworks (e.g. OSGi) are based on dynamic loading/linking language capabilities. Applications evolves at run-time thanks to the dynamic loading and unloading of modules. If the complexity associated with the dynamic loading of modules is hidden from developers thanks to the framework, the intrinsic problematic persists.
Each modification within the application logic potentially impacts the user interface and reciprocally. This underlying behavior implies that each unintended behavior within the user interface modules can result in memory leaks and inherent states in the long-run as well as the crash of the whole application. In OSGi those problematic against are linked to the manipulation of distinct java class loader for each module of the application, manipulation which can result in linking errors during the execution and in the apparition of dangling objects within the framework [13] (i.e. Stale Reference [1] in OSGi). This question of isolation make the usage of classic desktop user interface techniques potentially harmful for dynamic applications.

The web, meanwhile, has seen the emergence of user interface technologies such as HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript. These have been widely adopted by developers to create highly flexible user interfaces. The recent adoption of the web-socket makes it possible to push asynchronous changes to the client. Furthermore, recent browser evolution allows for the isolation of web programs instances from each other, thus improving stability and performance [30][11]. Nevertheless, such clients are intrinsically bounded to run on a browser engine which is out of the control of the application. This restriction could lead to a lack of reliability and convenience (no file association, device access) for the user [2][18].

In this work, our goal is to take the best in terms of dynamism of both world, the OSGi platform and the browser client technologies. That is, we are able to provide an homogeneous framework for the design and runtime management of rich client applications. We thus propose ChameRIA an application framework which target the development of dynamic application and their user interface. We present a new software stack and its architecture were the user interface is fully developed in web technologies and run on an rendering engine while the application logic is fully developed in java and run on an OSGi platform, thus isolated from the user interface runtime. To better control the browser engine, we present how we have integrated the browser within the framework thus allowing to easily create and configure a browser window following a factory pattern. We discussed how using a service-oriented component programming model in both the development of the web user interface and the application logic helps to tackled down the problematic induced by the dynamism of the application and the runtime heterogeneity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a brief background on OSGi. We then present the ChameRIA approach and show how it allows for the creation of dynamic applications (from the application logic to the user interface) in section 3. In section 4, we describe the framework implementations and how to create an application on top of this framework. The section 5 describes how a ChameRIA application is able to evolve at runtime. We introduce two projects: a DRM document reader and a valve control application which have been developed on top of ChameRIA in section 6. In section 7, we consider the limitations and dissonances of our approach, along with different application domain. Finally, we discuss related work in section 8 and conclude in section 9.

2. OSGi

OSGi (formerly known as Open Services Gateway Initiative) is both a component-based platform and a service platform for the Java programming language. OSGi aims to facilitate the modularization of Java applications as well as their interoperability. The OSGi framework can be divided into three distinct layers:

- **Module layer:** This layer allows for the division of a Java application into modules. An OSGi unit of modularization is called a bundle. Bundles address some of the weaknesses of Java’s deployment model; a bundle extends the Java Archive files (JAR) with a special manifest. The manifest is used to specify static information about the bundle, such as the Java packages shared or required by the bundles. The module layer needs those information in order to install correctly and activate a bundle within the framework. In OSGi, bundles are the only entities for deploying Java-based applications.

- **Life cycle layer:** The life cycle layer defines a runtime model for bundles. This model specify how bundles are started, stopped, installed, updated and uninstalled. Fundamentally, the life-cycle layer provides an API to control the bundles. This API covers the installation, starting, stopping, updating, uninstallation as well as the monitoring of bundles. This layer depends on the module layer.

- **Service layer:** The service layer is the heart of dynamism in OSGi. It allows for the creation of component depending on services rather that other components. This enable a concise model built on interface based programming. Bundles developers are able to bind to services only using their interface specification. Services are not a component model but enable a true component model by re-fining the coupling between components [17].

![Figure 1. OSGi layers.](image-url)
3. ChameRIA

3.1 Motivation

The OSGi Service layer allows for a smooth functional coupling between bundles. Unfortunately, in practice, bundles are tightly coupled via their packages. This coupling can result in complex problems such as dangling objects and linkage exceptions during the execution, especially when bundles are installed, updated or uninstalled. One common way to address this problem in OSGi is to extract interface packages in specific bundles containing only the application service interface package. In that way consumer and producer bundles are not coupled together via their interface packages since it is contained in an independent bundle. Such bundles can thus be updated independently from one and other, the dynamism being handled by the Service layer. However, such a process is not always possible, and in practice most of bundles don’t even use the service layer (figure 2). Developing a rich client interface in OSGi means wrapping existing java UI libraries into one or several bundles. This operation is laborious, especially if we want to introduce the notion of service into such library in order to use the OSGi Service layer, that is to say, to be able to update the application at runtime.

![Figure 2. Rich client application.](image)

In order to address this problem and thus to be able to create rich dynamic client applications we propose to use web technologies as a means to develop the dynamic application User Interface (UI). In contrast to classic Java UI technologies, web technologies can easily handle the notion of consuming a service. Furthermore, running UI components in a browser engine allows to fully isolate them from the application logic components, thus avoiding packages coupling between them (figure 3).

3.2 Concepts

The key concept behind ChameRIA is to merge web technologies into the OSGi world (figure 4). ChameRIA is both a service-oriented component framework and a web browser (engine supplied by WebKit [35]). The seamless integration of the web browser within the modular platform allows the application’s user interface to be built as a web application, while the business part is done in Java.

Furthermore, ChameRIA follows the service-oriented component principles [6]:

1. A service is a provided functionality.
2. A service is characterized by a service contract (i.e. service specification). The contract describes some combination of the service’s syntax, behavior, semantics and dependencies on other services.
3. A component implements a contract. In this way, a component provides a service.
4. The service-oriented interaction pattern is used to resolve service dependencies at runtime.
5. Compositions are described in terms of contracts.
6. Contracts are the basis for substitutability. A component can be substituted for another if it implements the same contract.

By following these rules, ChameRIA enables strong support for dynamic availability of services. Indeed, substitutability is encouraged since the compositions are described in terms of specification rather than a specific implementation. Another important principle is the service-oriented interaction pattern which enables the resolution of all service dependencies at runtime.

![Figure 3. ChameRIA rich client application.](image)

In conformance with these principles, the WebKit browser component is reified within the framework as a component (figure 4). This component allows the browser view to be created following the factory pattern [28]. It is fundamental to note that while this service provides the functionalities to manipulate the appearance and the behavior of the browser itself, it does not actually construct the web pages. Indeed, the main goal is to use the afore-mentioned web technologies (such as HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript) in order to develop the user interface.
While the integration of the browser engine within the framework is essential, a clear separation between the Application logic and the interface (web client) allows for a simpler and more efficient development model. Such separation of concerns is achieved by following the client-server style [3] (figure 5). Indeed, by moving all of the user interface functionality into the client, the application logic and the user interface can evolve independently.

This separation can be defined with three simple principles:

1. All communication between the server and client is contract-based and done through the use of virtual objects (e.g. JSON-RPC proxies, REST virtual resources).
2. No part of the web client should be evoked, generated or templated from the server-side. This rules out in-line conditional HTML in JSP, ASP, PHP etc.
3. The server will only implement the business logic.

In order to respect these principles, communications between the application logic (server) and the web user interface (client) are assured by service remote proxies (figure 5). The client is notified and a proxy providing the service contract within the client is dynamically created and made available. Thanks to the service-oriented pattern which enables the resolution of all service dependencies at runtime, the coherence between the web user interface and the application logic is maintained. Indeed, in this way, the proxy service availability within the client is mapped on the service availability within the server. This runtime adaptation can be summed up in five steps:

1. The framework is notified of the availability of a service within the server.
2. If the service must be available within the client an endpoint is created.
3. The client is notified of the endpoint availability through the publication of the contract.
4. A proxy is created which provides the service contract and delegates to the endpoint.
5. If the service is no longer available, the client is notified, the proxy is destroyed along with the endpoint. Thus, the coherence between the server and the client is maintained.

### 4. Drilling Down

#### 4.1 Browser Integration

The ChameRIA browser is based on the WebKit project. The integration of the browser consist of two modules: the ChameRIA launcher and the WebViewFactory component.

First, the Chameria launcher is a wrapper around the webkit gui and the osgi framework. It allows to start the browser engine and the osgi framework as a monolithic application. Secondly, the WebViewFactory; each instance of this component receives a configuration, create a browser windows and provides a BrowserService through which we can change several property of the web view. Those properties include the window: URL, size, full-screen mode, context menu and the menu bar.

A simple configuration of a WebView is the following:

```
# url to load
url = http://localhost:8080/web/index.html

# menu bar
menu_bar = true

# size
resizable = true
fullscreen = false
scrollbar_horizontal = ScrollBarAsNeeded
scrollbar_vertical = ScrollBarAsNeeded

# features
download = false
print = false

# no context menu

# to change before releasing
context_menu = true
inspector = true

disable local storage
storage = false

application.name = chameria
width = 1200
```

WebView instance configuration.

#### 4.2 The Communication Machine

Both, the application logic and the web user interface are designed and implemented on top of a service-oriented component framework. This particularity allows for a smooth functional cohesion between server and client components. However, both framework are running on two separate run-time machine. Additionally, the application logic is implemented
We addressed those problems via the automatic creation of virtual objects (i.e. proxies). In order to make available a service from the server within the client we define a filter. Each service matching this filter are tracked during the execution. When such service is available on the server, an endpoint is created. Once the endpoint has been successfully created, the contract is published through a network registry. Eventually, the client is notified of the endpoint availability; then a proxy which provides the same contract and delegates to the endpoint is instantiated within the client.

This process is hidden from the applications developers. Programmers are able to access to a remote service in the same way that a local one. The distributed nature of a service is transparent. This notion of transparency has been deeply encouraged in loosely coupled distributed systems [33] [15]. However, such a centralized view of the system must not be the only tool available for programmers. Actually, problems of centralized systems are subsumed by those inherent in distributed systems; it would be illusory and counterproductive to handle a distributed systems exclusively as a centralized system. Especially for aspects such as performance and fault tolerance [36] [8].

We avoid 6 of the 8 fallacies of distributed computing by using remote communication between two virtual machines which are actually running on the same physical machine (i.e. the desktop). This singularity means that we can legitimately assume that: the network is reliable, latency is zero, the network is secure, bandwidth is infinite, transport cost is zero and the network is homogeneous. The fact that the topology does not change is questionable but can be modelled by service availability. The last common assumption is that there is only one administrator. In our approach, both the web user interface and the application logic can be administrated separately.

In order to ease the administration of the services which are distributed, we have introduce introspection mechanisms and a declarative way to configure the distributed aspect of the application. A specific API enables to know at runtime if a service have an endpoint or if it is provided through a proxy, as well as the endpoint metadata such as the underlying communication protocol and the endpoint address.

The following configuration file specifies that an endpoint must be created for each instance providing a HelloService service, the endpoint must be invokable using JSON-RPC protocol.

```json
{
    "machine" : {
        "id" : "server",
        "host" : "localhost",
        "connection" : {
            "out" : {
                "service_filter" : "objectClass=acme.HelloService",
                "protocol" : [ "jsonrpc" ]
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Communication configuration.

The configuration example shows that the application logic machine (i.e. OSGi & iPOJO, discussed in the next section) provides HelloServices service through the JSON-
RPC protocol. The configuration is interpreted at runtime, that is to say that changing the configuration during the execution comes to modify this configuration file. Basically, both runtimes are modelled as meta-component sharing the same network registry. We discuss in the section 6 of how we can use our communication framework in order to construct network-based applications and how it is possible to address the remaining fallacies of distributed computing, as well as limitations of this approach.

This program shows how to use the HelloService which runs on the server from the client.

```java
var jsonrpc = new JSONRPCClient("/JSON-RPC");
var greeting = jsonrpc.helloService.hello("Dave");
$.('#greeting').text(greeting);
```

HelloService client proxy.

### 4.3 Building the Application Logic

ChameRIA has been implemented on top of iPOJO. iPOJO is a service-oriented component runtime which eases the development of applications on top of OSGi [1]. One main concern with OSGi is that the Service model leaves service dependency management as a manual task for component developers. iPOJO uses inversion of control in order to wrap your plain old Java object within a container. The container handles all service-oriented interactions (e.g. service publication, service object creation, service requirement and selection).

Developing an iPOJO component is as straightforward as creating a Java class. POJO classes are manipulated (via byte-code injection) to become iPOJO component. This bytecode injection process is done at compilation time and allows to easily create a bundle containing an iPOJO component and its specification. Thus, bundles are used as a deployment unit and, thanks to the OSGi module layer, as a mean to resolve packages dependencies. Once a bundle has been deployed and started, iPOJO handle the service dependency management, linking component together thanks to the component specification which has been generated at compilation time and which contains its provided and required services. Additionally, iPOJO provides extension mechanisms known as **handlers** which allows a container to support several non-functional aspects such as security, persistence, scheduling and so on; each handler managing one non-functional property.

The following class realizes a simple iPOJO component which implements the Hello contract.

```java
@Component(name="acme.hello.component")
@Provides //Provide HelloService
public class MyComponent implements HelloService{
    @Requires(optional=true) //require a Log Service
    private LogService logger;

    @Component (name="acme.hello.component")
    @Provides //Provide HelloService
    public class MyComponent implements HelloService{
        @Requires(optional=true) //require a Log Service
        private LogService logger;

        public String hello(String name){
            return "Hello " + name + "!";
        }

        @Validate //on validation callback
        private void start(){
            logger.log(INFO, "HelloService started.");
        }

        @Invalidate //on invalidation callback
        private void stop(){
            logger.log(INFO, "HelloService stopped");
        }
    }
```

A simple iPOJO component

Annotations can be replaced by a special file called *metadata.xml*, both are parsed during compilation time in order to manipulate the class and to add the iPOJO component specification to the bundle manifest. The component specification contains its service requirements (@Requires), capabilities (@Provides) and life-cycle callback (@Validate, @Invalidate).

### 4.4 Building the Web User Interface

Recently, JavaScript has become mainstream and is used by the majority of web-app stacks. A number of frameworks and libraries such as DOJO and Jquery have been proposed in order to simplify coding. However, such libraries do not help with structuring the code. With the growth of complexity of our user interface, we identified a stringent requirement for a component model structuring our JavaScript code.

We defined a component model named H-Ubu, supporting:

1. **component definition**: the code is organized into components
2. **component injections**: components can be injected in other components
3. **contract-based interactions**: components implement and use contracts (i.e. interfaces)
4. **synchronous and asynchronous component communication**: components can interact using method calls and events
5. **architecture description**: the application is composed by registering components and binding them
6. **component configuration**: components can be configured
7. **test**: components are testable!
8. **component separations**: components are developed in separate files, the application code is more scalable.

To start with an example, the following programme shows how to compose an application with H-Ubu:

```javascript
<script src="http://.../jquery-latest.js"></script>
<script src="hubu.js"></script>
<script src="backendComponent.js"></script>
<script src="frontendComponent.js"></script>
```

<-- The contracts -->
In order to improve the modularity we proposed that each component must be define in one JavaScript file. Our web user interface can thus be realized as an assemblage of components. It also becomes easier to follow an MVC pattern [29]. Controllers component can easily be bind with Models component in order to manipulate the Views (HTML DOM). In our approach, Model components are the proxies of some applications logic services. An other aspect of H-Ubu component is the notion of scope. Components supports private and public members; the contracts making obvious the public member of there code. Once a component has been bind to another component, it can invoke the injected component only through its contract. Actually, H-Ubu injects a proxy in order to ensure that only the contract methods are used. Component also support testing. Each component can be tested separately but it is also possible to perform integration test by assembling the component which are required to be tested.

4.5 Web Code Integration

The HttpService which is part of the OSGi specification allows bundles in the OSGi framework to register resources to be accessed via HTTP. Practically, the web resources (JavaScript, HTML, PNG, CSS files and so on) are included in the bundle resource. Then the developer must implement a BundleActivator as a mean to get the HttpService in order to register the resources on the embedded web server providing the HttpService. This approach caused us two complication during the development of our applications. The first one was that the graphic artist and web developer in charge of creating the web user interfaces had no experienced with OSGi. Ideally, they should not need deep knowledge of OSGi, particularly not the graphic designer. The second one is that it is deeply annoying to have to repack and then update the bundle containing the web code in order to test the result between each modification.

These two inconvenience led us to the creation of a specific component called: WebExposer. This simple component use the HttpService in order to publish the content of a local folder. Each resource request on the HTTP server are delegated to the file system. Thanks to that component, web developers are able to test their applications without having to handle OSGI and just have to refresh their browser in order to access to the last version.

Once the web user interface has been fully developed and tested by the web developers and graphic artists, it can be packaged in several bundles (e.g. one bundle by H-Ubu components plus one containing styles and images). Thus allowing to manage the Web User Interface (WUI) components as OSGi bundles during the execution.

5. Coping With Runtime Change

Because we use bundles as deployment units, most runtime change are triggered by adding, removing or updating application bundles. Actually, the OSGi module layer (see 2) provides an API through which we can add, remove or update bundles at runtime. Thanks to these facilities we are able to add new functionalities, remove obsolete ones or update parts of the application during the execution without impacting the availability of the whole application. For example, updating a bundle containing a WUI component will not impact the business logic of the application or even other parts of the WUI. However, this is fully true if and only if bundles
are loosely coupled. Indeed, if two bundles are tightly coupled together, updating one of them will require restarting the other; this restart is triggered by refreshing the bundles packages. The process of uninstalling and updating bundles along with the need to refresh packages when bundles are tightly coupled is detailed in [31].

5.1 Changing ChameRIA Bundles at Runtime
A ChameRIA application is made of four different types of bundles:

- **BC** bundles. These bundles contain the iPOJO components (i.e. the business logic components described in section 4.3).
- **SC** bundles. These bundles act as service contracts containers, in OSGi a service contract is a Java interface class.
- **WC** bundles. These bundles contain the H-Ubu components (i.e. the web user interface components described in section 4.4).
- **WV** bundles. These bundles contain web view resources (i.e. HTML, CSS, Images). These resources are manipulated by the H-Ubu components.

Figure 7 shows how these types of bundles are coupled together. BC bundles can be loosely coupled together through service dependencies. Similarly, WC bundles can also be coupled among themselves, but distinctly, they can also be coupled to BC bundles. Tight coupling occurs with bundles providing the service specification (SC). Indeed the bundles which contain a service implementation (i.e. BC & WC) need to be updated along with the service specification if it changes. Finally the WC bundles can also depend on the content of Web view bundles (e.g HTML DOM objects reference).

In regards to the level of coupling, the worst runtime change is a modification to service specifications. Such modifications can impact both the application logic and the web user interface through respectively BC and WC bundles. With the exception of this particular case, both the application logic and the web user interface can evolve independently from the rest of the application.

6. Experience

ChameRIA has been successfully used in several projects. Two of them are presented in this paper. The first was the design and implementation of a Digital Rights Management (DRM) document reader targeting net-books and tablet PCs (figure 8). The complexity of the user interface in addition to the constraints raised by the use of a DRM native library and the need for file association was addressed by ChameRIA. Indeed, control over the WebKit within the application logic allowed us to handle file association and DRM management. Furthermore, the complexity of the user interface was tackled by the use of web interface technologies which were separated from the application logic.

The second project was a Valve control application (figure 9). In this application, the back-end was required to interact with the serial bus in order to control the valve. The front-end was essentially an administration interface. One requirement was the generation and display of graphs.

7. Discussion

The main constraint introduced by the ChameRIA approach is the requirement to follow a service-oriented component model both in the back-end and front-end parts of the application. This constraint is fundamental to our approach. It forces developers to consider the dynamic nature of services (availability change at runtime) and hence to construct applications which are intrinsically resilient to change in the execution environment. Moreover, following this model does not impact the choice of the underlying language/runtime. We have shown with H-Ubu that the implementation
of such a model was relatively straightforward (H-Ubu is about 1000 line of code), not to mention similar component models such as Scala components and COM+.

We have presented in section 4.2 the underlying communication framework of ChameRIA. This framework allows for transparent communication between the browser and the OSGi platform through the dynamic generation of endpoints and proxies. This framework can also be used in order to construct loosely coupled distributed applications. It is straightforward to run the web part of the application on a remote browser rather than the ChameRIA one. Furthermore it is also possible to use the framework as a means to communicate with several OSGi gateways or with remote applications through WebServices or following the REST architectural style.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that the service-oriented component model allows us to reflect change in the network through service availability, this is not sufficient as a means to conceive reliable distributed applications. One work around is to implement distribution aware components between business components and the distributed services. Those components handling distribution problematic such as latency or serialization but keeping advantage of being decoupled from the communication protocols and the network topology. Indeed, those concerns are handled by the communication framework. The main constraint imposed by the communication framework is to have at least one common network registry for the machines that need to communicate together.

8. Related Works

Dynamic software update: Several research projects from different domains address the challenges of runtime updates (e.g. [26] [21]). Dynamic software updating (DSU) techniques [14] focus on compiler based approaches to support runtime upgrades. The Ginseng project [23] is a DSU implementation for C that allows updating software during the execution, the update consists in applying a patch. It generates most of the patch and allows to apply it on-line thanks to runtime support which ensures type-safety and up to date data. The Jvolve project [32] is a DSU-enhanced Java VM, it supports method body updates along with class updates (adding, removing or changing the type of fields and methods). In contrast to these approaches, our system has been designed in order to upgrade individual components in a component-based system. This allows us to independently upgrade each component of the application and fits in with architecture-based approaches such as [16] [34] and [19] [24]. Hence, our work is closer to a runtime software adaptation framework as envisioned in [25].

Browser integration: Browser integration: Similarly to our approach, the SWT Browser widget [7] binds a native browser engine (e.g. WebKit) allowing to add HTML viewing capabilities to an SWT application. Hence, developers are able to control the browser through the eclipse runtime. The eclipse runtime [10] is also built in top of the OSGi framework. The main distinction with our approach is that the eclipse runtime does not take advantage of the service layer as a means to support runtime change. This results in modular but tightly coupled applications which do not easily support runtime changes because each individual change can potentially bring down the whole application.

Service-oriented front-end architecture: Service-Oriented Front-End Architecture: The Thin Server Architecture (TSA) Working Group proposed an architectural style where all presentation layer logic is moved from the server to JavaScript logic on the client (i.e. Web Browser) [27]. Thus allowing server-side components to be concerned only with business logic. One example of a framework following the TSA principles is the JavaScriptMVC [22] framework. Despite the fact that TSA has been designed for network based client server applications, the principles behind it seem to fit very well with the ChameRIA approach. We believe that the application logic model of ChameRIA along with its communication machine would allow to develop, fairly easily, server-side components as described in TSA.

9. Conclusion

The emergence of applications that have to cope with new requirements, changing context and corrective changes during execution raises new challenges. User interface developers of such applications have to deal with both traditional user interface technologies and modular frameworks (e.g. OSGi) in order to build user interfaces. This raises two important problems: the first is that the use of traditional user interface technologies which have not been designed to deal with dynamic business logic is an important source of difficulties for reliability; the second problem is the requirement for user interface developer to be able to manipulate the underlying runtime framework technologies.

In this paper we have shown that following a service-oriented component model while using web technologies
makes possible the conception and execution of dynamic desktop applications where both the application logic and the user interface can evolve at runtime. The main advantages of our approach is that the user interface developers are not required to have knowledge about the business logic framework and thus can construct the whole user interface by manipulating only web technologies. We then present the ChameRIA framework which is an implementation of our approach along with two service oriented component frameworks which ease the conception and implementation of both the business logic and the web user interface. We presents two industrial projects were ChameRIA have been successfully used.

**Availability**

The ChameRIA source code is available for download at https://github.com/akquinet/ChameRIA. The H-Ubu component model for JavaScript is hosted on http://akquinet.github.com/hubu.
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